
TIM DE CORT

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@14 EXPRESSION LIST LENGTH =  1   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
ooh
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@15 LOCALE LIST LENGTH =  11   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
desert, regions, territories, routes, the city, east, empire
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@16 ORDER LIST LENGTH =  0   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
None

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@17 CHAOS LIST LENGTH =  0   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
None  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@18 HIGH LIST LENGTH =  1   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
straight
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@19 LOW LIST LENGTH =  1   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
cold 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@20 FRIGID LIST LENGTH =  0   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
None
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@21 FERVID LIST LENGTH =  0   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
None  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@22 POSITION LENGTH =  28   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
after, from, around, far, into, there, up, here, through, between 
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ARTISTIC MEDIUM
While working on SATCIC I improve 
segments, develop new components and 
rework old ones, a specific work is bound 
by time as a few months later things will 
have changed. This is why in a way there 
will never be anything definitive, because 
the underlying code will keep changing. 
Time in that sense is important, because 
if I repeat last years installation (or ima-
gery) its core will already be different and 
therefore unrepeatable in the exact same 
way. I overwrite the old with the new and 
thereby lose the key specifics to recre-
ate older works. I have backups for big 
milestones, but almost all of the time in 
between is lost. This is the main reason to 
have the publication itself represent this 
concept of growth and also to document 
all the changes. In each new edition cer-
tain things will be scratched out, deleted 
and added. Starting from this edition 
on I will keep the previous changes and 
scratch out the parts that don’t apply 
anymore.

[PROLOGUE]                                      

TIM DE CORT
02 MARCH 2015
SEMI-AUTOMATIC TYPE: 
CONTENT IN COMPOSITION
V020315

fOREwORD
My name is Tim De Cort and I’m a Bel-
gian graphic designer and digital artist. 
For the past 4 years I’ve been working 
on SATCIC, a rule-based algorithm that 
generates artwork based on the content 
of textual input. The cover is in fact an 
example of an image generation, based 
on 3 paragraphs of  Calvino’s ‘invisible 
cities’. On the back of this book you 
can find the text analysis that drove the 
artwork.

I’ve changed the structure since V280313 
to chronologically represent the changes 
over the past years, starting from 2009.

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
I’ve been reworking this publication 
into different editions and in the 4 years 
working on SATCIC I’ve made 5 editi-
ons of the same publication. After the 
second edition I tried to find a publisher 
to commercially launch it. Coming from a 
commercial artistic degree that seemed 
the right next step when making a book, 
trying to sell it. Which isn’t evident as the 
content and concepts behind it seem 
to instil financial dread in publishers. I 
love the printed books and I will keep 
producing them as finances allow, but 
the release of new editions will be mainly 
digital. Besides being a more forgiving 
medium for a changing self published pu-
blication, it also feels appropriate to have 
the publication circulate through the same 
channels I use to make work with.   



GRAPHIC ASYLUM
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SAT MECHANICS

INSPIRATION
The I-Tjing is an ancient Chinese book 
that is used to predict the future and 
provides the user with advice to guide 
you with life questions. The thing I found 
interesting it is that a number of random 
yes-no questions determine the form of a 
sign. Basically I replaced the word “sign” 
with “letter” to get to my initial concept. 
In other words: “ a number of yes-no 
questions determine the appearance of 
a letter”.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC TYPE
So how does it work? For the line grid 
to function, or any grid for that matter, I 
needed general constants, so I adopted 
three lengths: “long, medium and short”. 
With these three lengths I could then 
set up a general grid for letters through 
coding in Nodebox. For example a “D” 
is made up out of one long line, three 
medium lines and two small lines. I also 
started to take pictures of all sorts of 
windows. Going from basic houses to 
cars, churches and modern architecture. 
Out of these pictures I copied certain 
windows and used those to make dif-
ferent lines in Photoshop. For each length 
I created a database consistent of 64 
variations of lines. In Nodebox I could 
then build a letter out of placeholders, in 
other words if there is a long line present 
in a letter, that long line could then be 
switched with any one of those 64 in the 
long line database. The result is that the 
letter changes form, because different 
lines are selected each time you run the 
process. You can compare the entire 
process with making letters with matchs-
ticks. For example when you position 
matchsticks on a table to form an “E”, 
you can replace any of those matchsticks 
with another one, it will always resemble 
an “E” if you respect the position of the 
matchsticks. And that is what Node-
box does; I can determine that position 
and make Nodebox remember how the 
“matchsticks” should be positioned to 
resemble a letter.   

1. Picture of apartment
2. Copy element out of picture through  
    drawing
3. Copied element
4. Composed line with copied 
    ornament
5. Database of long, medium and 
    short lines
6. General leter structure in Nodebox
7. Filling of general grid
8. Result

                             1                                                                    5

                             2                                                                    6

                             3                                                                    7

                             4                                                                    8





COPIED WINDOWS                                      



FINAL SAT LONG LINE DATABASE



FINAL SAT MEDIUM LINE DATABASE                                      



                              FINAL SAT SHORT LINE DATABASE                                                                                    



SAT RESULTS // 30 “D“ EXPORTS                                 



                                                                                                                                    



SAT TYPE EXPORT NO 2



SAT TYPE EXPORT NO 1



SAT TYPE EXPORT NO 3                                   





SATC MECHANICS // BASIC LETTER COMPOSITION                                      

ORIGIN
The step to compositions was actually 
based on an early experiment with the 
square grid that I recycled in my line grid. 
The idea was more an experimental ap-
proach to type and I abandoned it before 
because I was focusing on creating a 
conventional font in which readability was 
still an important factor. I started from the 
thought that a grid letter is built up out 
of horizontal and vertical lines of certain 
well-determined lengths. With those two 
constants I could then break the conven-
tional structure of a letter and let the parts 
roam free in the grid. This way a letter 
would become more of a composition 
than a medium for reading. 

TRANSfER
I basically transferred this concept of 
unconventional letter structure to the line 
grid. The lines out of which the letter is 
built, could position themselves freely only 
respecting their orientation and length. 
This way letters, words and sentences 
would become compositions. From this 
point on my fascination for the word com-
positions grew and my focus shifted from 
conventional typography to these experi-
mental language representations. The fact 
that sentences would have a counterpart 
composition, the dark industrial and 
abstract feel kept me fascinated. 

ADAPT
I continued perfecting this concept with 
different experiments. Which mainly 
involved formal adaptations of the lines. In 
function of this facet I introduced variation 
to the entire project. In the old process 
Nodebox would choose a single set of 
long, medium and short lines to create an 
alphabet in each run. So I let Nodebox 
select a different line for every part of 
the letter to create more variation in the 
compositions. Another step was chan-
ging the black and white levels of every 
line to create more shades of gray in the 
compositions. I had made the old lines 
pure black so that they would appear 
more uniform when combined, providing 
a more solid letter. But as a result huge 
pure black planes dominated the larger 
sentence compositions. To counteract 
this I reintroduced gray so that large con-
centrations of lines got more nuances. In 
total I think I changed all 64 lines for every 
length about six times, a tedious and time 
consuming process.



                                          EXAMPLE “E” SCRAMBLED



TYPE & COMPOSITION COMPARISON: “ABBA“                             



   SENTENCE COMPOSITION: “TAKE ME BACK TO THE TIMES WHEN FIVE WAS jUST A NUMBER.”



SATC RESULTS // SATCOMP_LARGE_5                                  





08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 2                                   



                             08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 10



08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 7                                                                        



08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 9



08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 5                                    



                               08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 6



SATCOMP_LARGE_6                                   





08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 16                                  



08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 13



08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 12                                  



  08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 11



100329_COMPONENT+DICT                                      



100323_V4_TEST NATURE LINES



100323_TEST ONE                                       



                                                       100316_V1_POINTS



100303_V1_TEST4_NATURE SKETCH                                     



                    100323_V4_TEST NATURE LINES THICK



100323_TEST 3 ALLES GROOT EN KLEIN                                     



                           100329_COMPONENT+DICT TEST 2



100328 URBAN V8 SOLO REAL SOLO                                     



                             08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 14 



091215_V2_CATEGORY_FULLLEAF-INK-BLACK                                     



100328 URBAN THICK_V7_2



100328 THICK                                      



    100329_COMPONENT+DICT_URBANTHICK_V8_MIXEDTEST



100328 URBAN THICK_V7                                     



                                      100328 URBAN THICK_V3



100323_INDUSTRY_TEST_REALV2TEST 1                                      



                  100323_INDUSTRY_TEST_REALV2TEST 2



091215_V2_CATEGORY_PLANTVSBLACKSQUARE                                       



100328 URBAN THICK_V4



100303_V1_TEST3                                      



                100331_NEW DATABASE SELECTION_V3



100328 URBAN THICK_V5                                     



           100323_V4_COORDINATES



100323_INDUSTRY_TEST_REAL                                     



                              100323_INDUSTRY_TEST_REAL_2



SATCIC MECHANICS                                      

“A cAr in the city doesn’t compAre to A tree or A bush.”

CATEGORY ?
From early on I had already been playing 
with the idea of working with themes, 
something I also recycled into the new 
process, combined with the idea of 
connecting the content of the text with 
the form of the compositions and type. 
I wanted to create a system where the 
type and compositions would relate to 
the content of the text and be able to 
describe a certain place and get type and 
compositions that relate to that descripti-
on. Off course not in the literal sense that 
typing the word “elephant” would result 
in a font built out of elephants. But rather 
a font built out of lines that abstractly 
represent the nature of the subject. The 
shape of these lines would be subjected 
to what I thought these themed lines 
ought to look like. To consequently apply 
this gigantic content related principle, I 
divided the world into 4 categories: mo-
tion, architecture, nature and objects. The 
shape of the lines would vary depending 
on the content. Each theme or category 
would have its own characteristic data-
base that would represent the theme in 
question. All lines would also be subjec-
ted to a specific theme related coordinate 
structure. This coordinate structure would 
be controlled by the motion category. 
With the 4 categories or themes I could 
then set up a theme oriented dictionary 
in Nodebox. This way the process could 
recognize any word that corresponds 
to one of the themes and would then 
subject it to the relevant database and 
coordinate structure.

MOTION
The motion category would consist out 
of 3 variations of dynamic coordinate 
structures, an invisible category that 
directs the three other categories and 
determines the position of every line. It 
represents the invisible structures that 
dominate observation such as time, point 
of view and motion. The motion category  
is a coordinate structure that becomes 
more complex every time a word of a 
certain theme is used. Each of the other 
three categories (i.e. nature, architecture 
and objects) has a different coordinate 
structure. For architecture this coordinate 
structure is built up out of parallel vertical 
lines that start at the bottom of the page. 
Each time an architectural word is used 
a new line appears. The nature category 
coordinates are built out of a series of 
ovals that grow in size with each nature 
word. In the object category the coordi-
nates are based on a dynamic path built 
out of connecting horizontal and vertical 
lines. With each “object word” a new 
horizontal or vertical line appears at the 
ending of the previous line. 

BASIC
All of these coordinate structures are off 
course still very basic and should only be 
considered as a starting point. In the near 
future I will also be implementing a new 
category that represents abstract con-
tent. This category will most likely formally 
represent exact geometrical shapes. 

LINE SHAPE
Concerning the form of the category 
lines I first wanted to repeat the process 
used in the previous type and composi-
tions and. In other words taking photo-
graphs and copying elements out of them 
through drawing. But I quickly realized 
that the three categories needed contrast 
to clearly reflect content, otherwise the 
compositions would become one mass 
of similar objects. So I used specific 
keywords as a starting point and formal 
guideline. 

THEME-CONTENT RELATION
The architecture category applies to all 
words that have something to do with 
buildings, houses, windows, … or in 
other words, obviously, everything that 
has something to do with architecture. 
The formal keywords for this category 
were perspective and firm. The lines 
themselves would have a strictly horizon-
tal and vertical orientation. The nature 
category represented the entire fauna 
and flora. The keywords were free and 
amorphous; the line orientation would 
have no restrictions. The object category 
represented all sorts of objects like cars, 
garbage, clutter, … The keywords of the 
object category were documenting and 
objective. For orientation the lines would 
be restricted to 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 
225°, 270°, 315° and 360°. 



     EXAMPLE  COORDINATE STRUCTURE VS. RESULT



SATCIC RESULTS // 100316_V1_POINTS                                      



          100302_V4_CATEGORY IMPLEMENTED FULL



100317_V2_POINTS DICT INTEGRATION                                      



                                                 100303_V1_TEST1                                                                          



100317_V3_POINTS DICT INTEGRATION-STEP2WORD REDIRECTION



         100317_V2_POINTS DICT INTEGRATION-STEP2WORD REDIRECTION2



100331_NEW DATABASE SELECTION_V4_CATEGORY TEST_3                                   



100331_NEW DATABASE SELECTION_V4_CATEGORY TEST_2                                      



100331_NEW DATABASE SELECTION_V4_HV_TEST_2                                                                     



100331_NEW DATABASE SELECTION_V4_HV_TEST_1                                      



100402_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_MASS                                        



  100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_COMBO TEST_8



100330_TRYOUT CATEGORY                                     



100331_NEW DATABASE SELECTION_V4_HV_TEST_3



100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_COMBO TEST_4                                      



  100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_COMBO TEST_5



100403_CIRCLE_V1_COORDINATES COLOR                                     



                              100403_CIRCLE_V2_COLORCONE



100403_COORDINATES_LINE_V1                                      



100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_LOTS_OF_WORDS



100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_COMBO TEST_3                                     



  100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_COMBO TEST_7                            



100425_SCHOTEL GOE                                



                      100403_CIRCLE_V1_CONE SPROUT



100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_TEST2                                      



08-09 SAT COMPOSITION NO 15  



CATEGORY_URBAN THICK TEST 7 COMBINE                                     



100328 URBAN THICK                       



100403_COORDINATES_CIRCLE                                   



100402_COORDINATES_LINE_V2 



100331_NEW DATABASE SELECTION_V4_900 WORDS                                      



                   100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_TEST1                                  



100425_GROOT_FORMAAT_7_                                       



                       100403_CIRCLE_V1_INDUSTRY CONE



100403_CIRCLE_V1_TEST2                                     



100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_COMBO TEST_6



100401_COORDINATES_LINE_V1_COMBO TEST                                      



10425_CONE_                                     



SATCIC TYPOGRAPHIC ARCHITECTURE WITH KIRITAN FLUX                                      

SCREENPLAY.CHB
Installation realized with Kiritan Flux for 
SCREENPLAY.CHB event at Collegium 
Hungaricum Berlin on 09-04-11. The in-
stallation consisted of a retro custom built 
keyboard combined with the projection of 
a dynamic composition. The idea was to 
have the audience give input all day long 
so that the resulting image would become 
a social summary of the day and in which 
the audience participates in the construc-
tion of the artwork. The process reads the 
content of what is said and generates an 
image based on that information. 

CONSTRUCTIVE CONTRIBUTION
The challenge is to tempt people to 
contribute constructively instead of just 
typing gibberish. This proved to be a pro-
blem at SCREENPLAY.CHB as unguided 
people would often not break the barrier 
of conformity and experiment. This got 
me thinking on the concept of conformity 
and moved the purpose of this installation 
more towards the problem it suggests. By 
for example letting them describe them-
selves or the things they know like their 
house, we guide the participants more 
and facilitate constructive contribution. 
There is also the unannounced “option” 
to not add constructively, which is done 
by typing nonsense and systematically 
destroys the image by slowly turning it 
back into a blank canvas. 
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SCREENPLAY.CHB INPUT



SATCIC WORD IN PROGRESS INSTALLATION 

HERE wE ARE
Installation/performance realized for “Here 
we are” MANAMA exhibition at NICC on 
17-06-11. The idea was to walk around 
during the event and textually describe 
everything I saw using a smartphone: 
the visitors, the environment, the other 
artworks, … A dot matrix printer would 
continuously produce images based on 
this information as a chronological and 
descriptive summary of the exhibition. 
As the evening progressed the printed 
images would change based on infor-
mation of the event itself. The artwork 
would thereby become a summary of 
the evening describing each moment in 
time. At certain intervals I would rip off a 
segment of the chain-paper prints, which 
then represented a moment in time on 
the event and would serve as a limited 
publication. 

OBJECT
The object itself is an old dot matrix 
printer placed on a white pedestal, ap-
parently detached from the computer and 
constantly printing results. This conti-
nuous production of images in combina-
tion with the repetitive sound, creates the 
impression of an autonomous machine. 
The characteristic continuity of the matrix 
printer and it’s chain-paper also serve 
as a direct reference to time. The choice 
for the combination matrix printer (as an 
alternative to projection) and publication 
are also chosen in function of contrast 
against the new digital media behind 
the process. Normally it’s the other way 
around in this day and age, with the 
written word slowly disappearing into the 
digital realm.

ONLINE PARTICIPATION
The use of new media as informational 
base also got me thinking on broadening 
the input to the global internet commu-
nity. The visitors and the global internet 
would together contribute to the instal-
lation during the event by either sending 
me tweets or e-mails with text. This way 
the created publication also becomes a 
joint venture created by the masses of 
the internet. Furthermore, as the process 
visually summarizes the combination 
of different textual inputs, the resulting 
image would represent one summarizing 
image for the millions of idea’s and frag-
mented opinions that shape the internet 
and represent the new world we live in. 





SATCIC-SEQ INSTALLATION // HIVEMIND EDITION WITH KIRITAN FLUX 

SATCIC SEQUENTIAL
Everytime you write something and push 
enter a composition segment is added 
based on the content of what you wrote. 
When a total of 14 segments is reached, 
the total is sent to the printer. So the 
resulting print is the joint venture between 
you and the 9 previous participants. 

EXAMPLE
”I am walking back to my car through the 
woods and passed by an evil goat living 
in an orange house”. 

TOTAL COMPOSITION // PRINTED 
IMAGE
Fourteen additions shape the total composition. 

ONLINE PARTICIPATION
The visitors and the global internet con-
tribute together to the installation during 
the event by either sending tweets or 
typing on the spot. This way the crea-
ted publication becomes a joint venture 
created by the masses of the internet and 
the people on the event. Furthermore, as 
the process visuallizes the combination 
of different content of textual inputs, the 
resulting image will also tell something 
about the difference in interaction and 
communication between online and 
physical contributors. Swearing has been  
included in function of the online & offline 
comparison (the read rectangles on the 
prints). 

PRINTS TIMELINE
The characteristic continuity of the matrix 
printer and the chain-paper also serve as 
a direct reference to time. Every 14 addi-
tions the matrix printer prints out the joint 
venture composition, of 14 people, as an 
(interaction) summary describing each 
moment in time at the event. On every 30 
minute interval we rip off a segment of the 
chain-paper print, which serves as a limi-
ted publication and represents a moment 
in time on the event.

RETROSPECT REfLECTIONS 
The problem was yet again, finding a way 
to get people to contribute constructively. 
We couldn’t get online participation due 
to lack of stable internet so we had to 
focus on the local participants and get 
them to interact with the installation. This 
proved to be yet again a difficult task. We 
experimented with different sets of ques-
tions the fist two days. The first day we 
used Marcel Proust’s questionnaire which 
engaged people to interact, but didn’t 
give much results because the answers 
are abstract ( e.g. What is your greatest 
fear: “to die”). Also since we visualise 
textual data, we need data to visualise 
and the problem with questions is that 
most of the time they can be answered 
in 2 words, which doesn’t give that much 
results and in it’s turn doesn’t engage the 
participants to continue. Also a great deal 
of the visitors tend to conform and reduce 
their answers due to the lack of privacy, 
which is the reason why we wanted to do 
the experiment of confronting the online 
results with the local ones. The second 
day we tried questions that pushed 
towards a bit more visual/descriptive 
answers. We also pushed up the scale 
to respond more to less data so people 
would feel the impact of their answers, 
but we were confronted with yet again 
the same problems. So the last day we 
just tried with a “does what is says on the 
box” approach and  just tell people what 
to do, with also results with little impact 
on the image. So the final conclusion is 
again how to engage people in a “mu-
seal” context. What we do know is that 
we need a higher and more fast-paced 
degree of interaction to get people to ex-
periment and play. Playing does seem to 
negate the “I have to be serious and type 
a few seriously thought trough answers or 
just touch the keyboard” attitude. So we 
need to accentuate that more in the next 
installation.

In any case I think the most important 
aspects to get people to contribute are 
play and anonimity, so that’s something to 
think about for the next installations.





SATCIC HIVEMIND INSTALLATION 
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FREEMOTE QUESTIONS & INPUT DAY 1                                   

QUESTIONS
What is your greatest fear?
What is your current state of mind?
What is your favourite occupation? (way of spending time)
What historical figure do you most identify with?
Which living person do you most admire?
Who is your favourite fictional hero?
Who are your real-life heroes?
What is your most treasured possession?
When and were were you happiest?
What is your most obvious characteristic?
What is the trait you most deplore (hate) in yourself?
What is the trait you most deplore in others?
What is your greatest extravagance?
What is your favourite journey?
What do you most dislike about your appearance?
What do you consider the most over-rated virtue?
On what occasion do you lie?
Which words or phrases do you most over-use?
If you could change one thing about yourself what would it be?
What do you consider your greatest achievement?
Where would you like to live?
What is the quality you most admire in a man?
What is the quality you most admire in a woman?
What is it you most dislike?
What do you value most in your friends?
How would you like to die?
If you were to die and come back as a person or an animal 
what do you think it would be?
If you could choose an object to come back as what would you 
choose? 
What is your motto? (words you live by or that mean a lot to 
you?)
Who has been the greatest influence on you?

RESULTS
0, "the man is in the wood";
1, "i öove to code jitter";
2, "your  ass";
3, "green test evil love black cat house music";
4, x;
5, "hbnugbuhp-  mu9ght d45e7hkpoüoiu8t65e zhzt76o";
6, ��;
7, ;
8, xdfgfxgb;
9, frtfjhgj;
10, "move house car shit";
11, evil;
12, "evil evil ebil bad bad fuck q";
13, "evvil ";
14, eevil;
15, evil;
16, eviö;
17, "me me me me me";
18, kopiloten;
19, man;
20, "girl evil madness";

21, "her breasts";
22, "dishonest and evil people";
23, "honesty and love";
24, "maybe tomorrow";
25, "a fucking anarchy";
26, "happy as a hippo cat";
27, "my mother and her fucking boyfriend 
i hate them";
28, dpi;
29, fuck;
30, anxious;
31, asleep;
32, napoleon;
33, "my boyfriend i think he is the best 
person in the world";
34, "i think it should be superman or 
maybe marsupilami";
35, "the neighbour i hate him fuck him 
amd his wife also they are evil";
36, "woods are nice cat house blnd";
37, "capture nature forest creativity in 
dpi";
38, "mother cunt in the house cat yellow  
wood";
39, "this is a mean world fuck yourself";
40, "liars are the most terrible thing in the 
world i think they should die ";
41, sleeping;
42, "around the world not to come back 
again that wouöd be grait";
43, "my feet";
44, strength;
45, y;
46, fuck;
47, shyness;
48, creativity;
49, tokyo;
50, style;
51, style;
52, machismo;
53, openness;
54, sleeping;
55, cat;
56, be;
57, "marcel duchamp";
58, "marcel duchamp";
59, "to die";
60, relaxed;
61, sleep;
62, "walt disney";
63, "neil  tennant";
64, "hercule poirot";
65, "pet shop boys";
66, "my sketchbooks";
67, 1999;
68, "my chin";
69, jealousy;

70, "being judgemental";
71, none;
72, "the journey to the heart";
73, "my large head ";
74, "breast feeding";
75, "family dinner i hate them and they al-
ways ask me the most stupid questions";
76, goeike;
77, "my small ears";
78, elke;
79, " mars";
80, humor;
81, time^;
82, time^;
83, sincerity;
84, fast;
85, alf;
86, "hakuna matata";
87, pen;
88, mario;
89, "my self";
90, "in limbo";
91, "what is spend_-_-whats time---_:";
92, "che guevara";
93, "jessica koekelcoren";
94, "superman of friedriech nitzche";
95, " maybe my parents i think... ";
96, "boat house tree cat dog dpi";
97, " i dont know";
98, honesty;
99, honesty;
100, boobs;
101, "fuck you computer ";
102, "i have a large head i can picnic on 
it";
103, freemote;
104, "family dinner i hate those things\, i 
also dont like my grandmother";
105, " yes";
106, yes;
107, "building a trojan horse";
108, "belgium and paris and maybe 
france i wouö^^";
109, beauty;
110, farts;
111, money;
112, "never i am an immortal";
113, "a ^^^van gogh with out ears and 
nose bio and a tree in my ass";
114, "i dont need it";
115, elke;
116, "uhg elke";
117, elke;
118, elke;
119, "typing bullshit on a old cv^";
120, "xena the warrior princess";
121, "hows the park haning evil  asshole";

122, batman;
123, "julliuAn ";
124, stratocaster;
125, "berlin  208";
126, tall;
127, "i am shy";
128, hello;
129, "hot nerd chicks^^^^";
130, sound;
131, "lack of eölectrponics";
132, freemote;
133, "cancer fuck love";
134, "amsterdam utrecht";
135, "het overbrengen van geluk";
136, "big tits";
137, germains;
138, "het girls";
139, "without pain";
140, unicorn;
141, revenge;
142, satie;
143, bach;
144, guilt;
145, explorative;
146, "making music";
147, einstein;
148, mother;
149, batman;
150, parents;
151, macbook;
152, "mid teens";
153, nerd;
154, depression;
155, selfishnes;
156, hoi;
157, schimmert;
158, lengte;
159, geld;
160, school;
161, fuckyou;
162, dick;
163, no^^nop^^^^^;
164, "new york";
165, dick;
166, tits;
167, "people havimng sex in the cinema";
168, sweetmess;
169, "having sex";
170, "bird is the word";
171, blaaa;
172, ^music;
173, music;
174, kakkerlakken^^;
175, releaved;
176, " love you";
177, hjfjhf;
178, me;



179, cool;
180, "absolutely nothing";
181, "my girlfriend";
182, "on a peacefull earth";
183, "steady as a rock";
184, "a sence of self";
185, agression;
186, "that they are interested in you and 
your development";
187, satisfied;
188, me;
189, "continue with my personal  develo-
pement";
190, "my mother";
191, "my mother";
192, "fear itself";



FREEMOTE QUESTIONS & INPUT DAY 2                                   

140, "a giraffe";
141, "fuck publiransport\, its slow\, ex-
pensive and it never runs when you want 
it to. sometimes you meet som";
142, "freemote festival\, behind this instal-
lation with the dot matrix and the c64 and 
the nice people who made it ";
143, "i am a human being of 29 years 
young ";
144, "evil evil evil evil";
145, "fuck fuck fuck ";
146, "fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck ";
147, airplane;
148, "my coat";
149, "          hj";
150, "i would like to be a horse";
151, "it sucks ass woman";
152, "yoto league";
153, "i am a girl and i am typing to the 
computer and i t should print some 
papers";
154, stuff;
155, crap;
156, cunt;
157, "by bike";
158, "my hat";
159, "like jezus";
160, "a c arnivore to eat everything";
161, crap;
162, deutschland;
163, "im awesome";
164, "coldnt care less";
165, monkey;
166, monkey;
167, monkey;
168, monkey;
169, monkey;
170, monkey;
171, monkey;
172, monkey;
173, monkey;
174, monkey;
175, monkey;
176, monkey;
177, monkey;
178, monkey;
179, monkey;
180, monkey;
181, "ik hou van de mogelijkheid om 
overal te komen maar som sis het moeilijk 
omdat het niet optijd gaat";
182, "mijn favoriete plaats op\, de wereld 
is griekenland en mijn bed. ik hou ook van 
lekker eten maar dat kasn ovewral. en 
slapen";
183, "ik ben een meisje met stippen en 
een rode zwarte sjaal. ik lijk een beetje op 
een lieveheersbeestje";
184, "of ze gelukkig zijn";
185, "hello world";
186, "een meisje met windows 7 yit in dat 

QUESTIONS
How did you come here?
What is your most treasured possession?
Describe the house where you were born in.
What animal would you like to be and why?
What do you think of public transport?
Describe your favourite place in the world.
Describe yourself. what do you look like? What do you do?
Read the first paragraph on the paper below, now write!
Write down the first descriptive thing you think of.

RESULTS
0, "i look like a monkey and i love to code jitter shit";
1, "how do you like this great audiovisual festival";
2, "fuck your face ";
3, "     ";
4, die;
5, goafer;
6, goapher;
7, fgj;
8, "you sud";
9, d;
10, d;
11, #d;
12, d;
13, d;
14, d;
15, dd;
16, d;
17, "by magic carpet";
18, gk;
19, test;
20, test;
21, test;
22, test;
23, test;
24, test;
25, test;
26, test;
27, test;
28, f;
29, f;
30, df;
31, df;
32, df;
33, dfdf;
34, dfdfd;
35, dfdfdf;
36, dfdfdff;
37, dfdfdf;
38, " öast word";
39, dssd;
40, sdfs;
41, dffssdf;
42, hel;
43, door;
44, ddf;
45, df;

46, swd;
47, "by luck ";
48, "a door";
49, fgh;
50, wer;
51, dfgh;
52, rtzu;
53, "evil evil evil face fucker ";
54, ftg;
55, "door mongerer";
56, "good hand ";
57, shit;
58, nope;
59, ds;
60, ds;
61, dsx;
62, df;
63, dfg;
64, df;
65, df;
66, df;
67, df;
68, df;
69, " ghj";
70, fgghtrh;
71, df;
72, df;
73, fg;
74, "by train";
75, "my wallet becouse";
76, "i was born in a hospital you moron";
77, "i would like to be a cat so i can eat 
and sleep all day long";
78, "it sucks";
79, "my favorite place should be in bed 
nice and warm";
80, "i am a girl i have brown hair and 
green eyes i am not tall and not short 
something in between i guess i have small 
ears and a big head and big boobs";
81, "what ia your astronomical sign i dont 
know";
82, "i should write something hmm like 
uhm i dont know house";
83, "the tv is grey or maybe white ";
84, "i i came here first with a car an after 
that with the train";
85, "my boyfriend he is the sweetest";
86, "a  large appartment";
87, "i would like to be a turtle and fight 
crime so i can be a hero";
88, "i guess it is ok maybe it would be 
nice if it was on time ";
89, "i have never been to japan but i like 
to go there some day";
90, ^good 1;
91, "hpws öife";
92, bpj;
93, beer;
94, love;
95, noü;

96, "small. nice.";
97, "honey badger. not giving a fuck";
98, banana;
99, "here ";
100, not!;
101, "whar^t zou asked";
102, dooeeeehallo;
103, bier^;
104, bike;
105, bier;
106, nostalgisch;
107, dog;
108, ok;
109, home;
110, handsome;
111, "what is your name";
112, love;
113, "this room is cold and dark but full of 
motivate people";
114, "all the images are the same\, whats 
wromg with this program. it doesent 
work";
115, "now works. ";
116, "well\, not here and now but 
clouse";
117, "maybe i look like  somebody who is 
aspecting to find something on writing in 
this machine";
118, "nothing\, i dont care";
119, jfhbgilehgileuhgpiwhrbg;
120, giraffe;
121, "love it";
122, "beach sun";
123, "i look amazing and i smell pretty";
124, love;
125, " tje image on the and now its get-
ting to cdart to read";
126, "triangle stuff";
127, "by faith";
128, "me head";
129, "a big door and a funny carpet";
130, pussycat;
131, "i like public transport\, when it ia����s 
cheap";
132, "a warm place where things are for 
free\, and the girls are pretty. ";
133, sd;
134, ""what would you ask other peo-
ple_"";
135, "paperclip feedback yes i like it  
give me moooooooore beans from outer 
space on golden unicorns oh yeah its 
wonderful take me home now ";
136, "nice old school computer screen 
plus keyboard that makes me want to go 
back in time. ";
137, "i was forced by  the government";
138, "my bed";
139, "it was a fairly old house with a 
garden wich is\, in my mind\, a lot prettier 
than i am describing here now. ";



hoekje";
187, 123456890ßqweuzppadfghläy-
cvbn\,.;
188, 4v4czt345640fm3u5894utier-
turtio84tu489u3ojeo8rjt84754958
74857847585493275j8f4748923
u5ijretirutiwirwutorwtiorwt48tuw-
7t8ßu4w89puwew4ituwp89u4tww4w4-
tw48uw4w4tp89w4up9wt-
pw84574857489579834753705 
480w4eu5eiotuewtuw89u5w-
8u8w894uw8weouwjoeij5689e-
whu89u589u4589u45;
189, nice;
190, "ik zou wel eem vogeltje willen zijn. 
trouwens ik vraag me ook af of misspel-
ling een probleem is << ";
191, fast;
192, greece;
193, " i like to look  at nice artworks and 
old  computers";
194, "why are ";
195, "too long didnt read";
196, sign;
197, "by train";
198, "i hate stuff";
199, "it was fucking stupid i hate myelf  ";
200, "any stupid fucking animal";
201, "it sucks its slow";
202, "i hate this world";
203, "i am";
204, "do you have a garden";
205, "box house cat me evil evil evil horse 
fuck cat cube bunny";
206, "a cup of tea";
207, airplane;
208, iphone;
209, detached;
210, "dog\, so i can lick myself";
211, "sucks unhygienic";
212, beach;
213, "very attractive";
214, "the way to the trainstation";
215, bicycle;
216, bicycle;
217, tv;
218, "pro^^ originele tuindeerswoning
219, "eeennleee leeuw want die hapt y 
oyo yzo lekker weg";
220, "i like it";
221, " galgenwaard";
222, "iäma creep ";
223, "if theezy  want tpo fuckie fuckie";
224, "the image youbsee is ";
225, "a ppussy";
226, bieke;
227, 69;
228, suburban;
229, cunt;
230, sticky;
231, cow;

232, br^l^^^ûe;
233, "am i real";
234, "too dark";
235, spottyy^;
236, plane;
237, dfg;
238, dfg;
239, dfg;
240, dfgdir;
241, pree;
242, great;
243, stuff;
244, "soothing soundsystem";
245, pen;
246, bike;
247, kattelijn;
248, hospital;
249, "duck\, because they are funny";
250, "its ok";
251, "an endless summer haze";
252, "i look fabulous and gorgeous and 
awfull and right now im typing a mes-
sage.... duh¡";
253, "what would you ask other peo";
254, "      wwwwcgrvbbhre    ^^^^^";
255, �^^^^^^^^^
256, wakabuh^;
257, "wakabundo   pppppp";
258, dog;
259, shit;
260, "    ghjkgzbölvftzvjfzu";
261, "nice nice";
262, "gzugbhjlhjb  huilhguil hgui hui lhuîl 
h";
263, uighuighuihu;
264, "hvj hi hj hjk hfgh fgh ";
265, lopend;
266, "my hart my soul";
267, aecu^^^^;
268, erotica;
269, hans;
270, awesome;
271, what;
272, -;
273, gaga;
274, hans;
275, öimks;
276, dunno;
277, ekeö;
278, great;
279, ���������melbourne;
280, "colourfull andstressy";
281, "what do you want from me___";
282, awesome;
283, "i got shitloads to do";
284, "by helicopter";
285, jackson;
286, "flat roof\, small rooms";
287, "seahorse because  of the shape";
288, "i love it";
289, "�its ^êndless";

290, strange;
291, "what do you strive for";
292, "i have a green crocodile who is ^în 
loive with a yeö^llow rabbit";
293, "goöde^goö^golden sealion";
294, "with waö";
295, friends;
296, "its a dream whihc is good and 
bad";
297, "a lion  because a lion asîs strong 
and calm";
298, nothing;
299, "its high and you can see over the 
world";
300, "strange but fantastic";
301, "what do you strive for–";
302, "∫y train";
303, "my brain";
304, "old and dusty";
305, "a bird because its awesome";
306, "my bed";
307, "Is this w";
308, BALL;
309, !;
310, ;
311, !;
312, "Is this world real?";
313, Write;
314, "bz train";
315, koel;
316, cat;
317, suxxxxxx;
318, sex^^^^üussz;
319, imcredibn^^ly;
320, "what are you doing now";
321, -bear;
322, cold;
323, "by taxi";
324, fame;
325, "big warm empty safe";
326, "cat because it^^^is indipendent";
327, jkdhhjo;
328, "rio de janeiro";
329, "im curly and i m writing";
330, hhî;
331, love;
332, love;
333, love;
334, love;
335, green;
336, dog;
337, but;
338, nature;
339, _;
340, love;
341, greem;
342, beautiful;
343, byciciycle;
344, love;
345, warm;
346, cat;

347, "slow and unreliable";
348, home;
349, great;
350, love;
351, energy;
352, "���a computer";
353, "first by car and afterwards by train";
354, "it would be my cat and my home 
and my wallet with the money inside";
355, "i was b";
356, "shit too expensive";
357, "vientiane in lao calm sun   w arm 
bycicle asian food ";
358, "girl 21 development geography 
travel erasmus small blond trapeze ";
359, "does paradise exist -^ -";
360, "a small lamp it is hanging down";
361, "i came here with a boat";
362, "my precious apple computer";
363, "it is a white stone house with 
three floors\, downstairs my dad has his 
doctors practice\, then in the first floor is 
the living spacew and upstairs we all were 
sleeping";
364, "a great white shark. top of the food 
chain\, no enemies\, and it has been 
around for a few million years. proof of 
concept";
365, "it should be free for everyone and 
cars should be forbidden in cities";
366, "it is warm and has a pillow and 
blanket and i can sleep in it and do other 
fun things. its my bed";
367, "average. i do work and uzseless 
stuff other people call art";
368, "do you have a cigarette for me or 
maybe money";
369, "i know whats on the paper\, so 
stop asking me.";
370, "a white television";
371, "i was driving seven hopurs through 
the rain on crowded streets full of trucks";
372, "i think i already answered that 
question";
373, homes;
374, predator;
375, "it is h^great";
376, home;
377, "im just a man and im drinking 
beers";
378, "iofb   thez fweel al right";
379, "what would u ask me";
380, "generative art";
381, "i was invited bi a friend who is perf-
oprming here tonight";
382, emotions;
383, "i were not born in a house";
384, "a bird because it can fly";
385, "awful Ä";
386, "a smaöö^";
387, "hairy small smiling frowning blue-



FREEMOTE QUESTIONS & INPUT DAY 3                                   

156, "BASHEL EET GRAAG DROLLEN";
157, OjAjOH________________
OOOOOOOOOOjjjjjjjjjAAAAAAAAA-
jjjjjjjjOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHH;
158, HONDENMOEDERS;
159, CMCMVjFDOGjOFKGLFGKLF-
GFG;
160, "HIUZHUIZHUHÖL 
K jhghgnjzuik8lo90ö\,üß-
9#8<äjhoicomputerji rabbotîttrabbot";
161, rabbit;
162, mountain;
163, bird;
164, wet;
165, woman;
166, lion;
167, "go north";
168, "It is dark in here. You are likely to be 
eaten by a grue.";
169, "hello i am loelie";
170, "fuck pigs and die";
171, lion;
172, dog;
173, eternal;
174, cow;
175, lion;
176, lion;
177, lion;
178, lion;
179, lion;
180, lion;
181, rocket;
182, lion;
183, lion;
184, lion;
185, lion;
186, lion;
187, lion;
188, lion;
189, lion;
190, "there is no relation between the 
words I use and what appears on the 
screen whatsoever.  Pity.yaxadcdsrtbjzn-
jmzuvdfvbthmul  öophhjjhmhjmhmhj";
191, " vngjw4eadrscftvgzbhklm\,ö.erdt-
fzghuji";
192, 'Ä_rt7fzghujikolpftzghuijkolp-
zuhijkolpgzuhijokp¡ 12 ¡“  12 ;
193, "ewsdrftghb zigbi ouh ouh ouh oin 
löhj oug iugh ljh khg lkhj ljh lhk lk h ligh 
bizfczdrt jhtdf j";
194, uuuulink;
195, trz^^;
196, öa^^^;
197, laten;
198, we;
199, lekker;
200, öink;
201, lefgozertje;
202, nice;
203, music;

QUESTION
Image generated based on the content of text. Read the paper 
below the pedestal for more info!

RESULT
0, DOG;
1, "?QN ";
2, EVIL;
3, "EEVIM ";
4, \,qn;
5, man;
6, "man man man";
7, "door ";
8, "house house house ";
9, "evil  evil evil ";
10, "evil evil evil ";
11, "eviö fuck monkey door house evil evil cunt fuck man nun-
der under under";
12, r;
13, r;
14, "man door under the fuck your face printer";
15, df;
16, ghinwa;
17, elwin;
18, hi;
19, "how r u_";
20, "#shut up";
21, dadsfas;
22, ew;
23, "  ";
24, ddddd;
25, www;
26, eee;
27, r55;
28, tz;
29, qqq;
30, w;
31, 2;
32, 1;
33, dd;
34, cjcdcjkdckc;
35, ^;
36, ^^^^^^kjgjvghhssfdsv;
37, sdvsdv;
38, sdv;
39, sdv;
40, sdvsdvsdvsdvsdv;
41, sdvdsdsvsvsdv;
42, klfhgtdrhgä;
43, df;
44, g;
45, fgh;
46, h;
47, fg;
48, fh;
49, fgh;
50, gfhjhkh;
51, gh;

52, ballen;
53, "more info_";
54, fietspomp;
55, "the brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog";
56, hee^llppe;
57, joepie;
58, "hello i";
59, "hello i am a little girl and i like to get 
wasted. di also like to eat pAsta with 
pesto\, not! ";
60, "hello erik";
61, "hello erik what do you ant to say";
62, "hello today the moon is very nice and 
big full m";
63, "oon do you likeit";
64, "sunshine    moon rainbows sky ";
65, "today i went to";
66, "erik is ";
67, "i like icecreams";
68, psychology^;
69, "hello people";
70, "how is this";
71, "bla bla";
72, help;
73, go;
74, print;
75, "go go go";
76, jajajajjajajajaj;
77, "how does this work mother fuc-
kers_";
78, " sadjasodjo";
79, "fuckl shjits^^^";
80, "as^das^dasdokfojkdfman gina";
81, mangina;
82, cock^^;
83, fa;
84, a;
85, ds;
86, #d;
87, #;
88, #;
89, #fklpg;
90, #f;
91, #;
92, #f;
93, #klkl;
94, #f;
95, #f;
96, fg;
97, ##;
98, ä;
99, #fg;
100, #df;
101, #df;
102, #df#;
103, äd;
104, #ä;
105, #ä;
106, #ädsgffd^^^;
107, "the world is a difficult place to 

understand. ";
108, "oranges are more blue than the 
moon.";
109, "haööo mies en kat";
110, katrienpoepchinees;
111, joepie;
112, "prutjes op de dansvloer";
113, kNTOORSLET;
114, URZTTED;
115, jFURHEjDLSÖDÖBÄG;
116, ';
117, EFÄGRLGH'H;
118, j;
119, TZj;
120, jK;
121, "j N";
122, MG;
123, jT;
124, jTZ;
125, IUPIOÖ;
126, K;
127, ILU;
128, N;
129, TZ;
130, UIDATA;
131, ÜOS;
132, "IK HOOP Dt ^^^";
133, chips;
134, "fish in the sea ";
135, "you have no chesthair";
136, "when i was 8 i liked to pee in my 
new pants";
137, hair;
138, chest;
139, you;
140, me;
141, "we dance";
142, drink;
143, you;
144, "are strange";
145, fuck;
146, "you are my sunshine\, my only 
sunshine\, you make me happy! when 
skies are grey";
147, crap;
148, "michelle likes to sit and ülay with 
her bird. his name is muis. ";
149, "maria likes to play with daan\, but 
then in  the dark\, without any clothes..";
150, "they make sparkles in the be-
droom\, but also in the kitchen\, and in 
the bedroom of their friends and family";
151, "ometimes they still wear socks. but 
they don";
152, "äwhen they listen to niceee music\, 
they play even niecer";
153, "maria wants to go on a holiday with 
daan. ";
154, "Michelle\, do you think they will get 
married somed";
155, "YES IS M";



204, places;
205, pedestal;
206, elektronic;
207, moviemaker;
208, love;
209, hello;
210, english;
211, "    hello    ";
212, ambivalence;
213, "  meww!";
214, "On e^^^^";
215, "one two three four five six seven 
eight nine ten eleven tqwelve  thirteen 
fourteen";
216, "nbxcmbxyc#!!23 ";
217, "format cÖ^^^";
218, terrorisme;
219, "# ^y^^^y";
220, "bin laden";
221, nwenwmenwme;
222, "l ";
223, plusjie;
224, concepts;
225, fart;
226, bulb;
227, why;
228, therefore;
229, woods;
230, flowers;
231, spam;
232, tof;
233, stom;
234, geldverspilling;
235, "ik bem heeö böij";
236, "en veröiefd";
237, "ik hou van jou";
238, "de gene weet wie ik bedoel waar ik 
het nu over heb!!";
239, ab;
240, tim;
241, jizugi;
242, "tim  sis lief ";
243, "tim groenegg^";
244, "tim groeneboom child of destiny 
behold";
245, "legend of greentree call of cou-
rage";
246, "chosen one\, enter the temple in 
the forest of greentree ";
247, jkl;
248, hoi;
249, giraffe;
250, gâddsvcfervf;
251, "yorem is gek ";
252, "ik bedoel yoren";
253, uztzzu8tohbiuöijnopijäpo;
254, jkhjkh;
255, khhk;
256, khk;
257, khkh;
258, jkg;

259, f;
260, 6u;
261, bnbmnbmm;
262, hju;
263, 87;
264, 86454;
265, tztzzu;
266, jiiiii;
267, jjih886;
268, k;
269, j;
270, u8;
271, 9;
272, op;
273, oli;
274, i;
275, o;
276, p;
277, ohihihorse;
278, horse;
279, Monster;
280, "your mom";
281, "and what if i were to write a whole 
paraga^rap";
282, "maloujdskljhoi hoe gaat het 
_hallo hoe is het ermeee  --------gppgood 
öluckkkk";
283, "good luckldkdbvb";
284, grill;
285, big;
286, hot;
287, "yellow bird";
288, bjnbjxjsyL;
289, io;
290, "evil cunt man ";
291, fg;
292, "zoinian yeti climbing on a melt 
bike";
293, pasta;
294, "tomato dog";
295, kl;
296, "yellow bird";
297, "üimk garten";
298, garden;
299, "dont panic";
300, "fourty two";
301, 42;
302, "table penis";
303, penis;
304, penis;
305, penis;
306, penis;
307, fuck;
308, "fuck the vag^";
309, "tiger woos is waiting for you";
310, "barney have a shower";
311, barney;
312, baren;
313, "barney have a shower ";
314, "barney shower have a ";
315, "a sdhower have a barney";

316, "barney a shower have you";
317, "^you barney shower a have";
318, "have hyve have have shower";
319, "barney shgower shower shower";
320, "hallo jojannele";
321, "Hall o^^^^^";
322, "Halloo Tijmen ";
323, xxcvccxc;
324, ääöäöäoiöoiöioö;
325, ^^vvv^;
326, iiluiuliuliuluiluiliuurzghbdhdf;
327, "Hallo jojanneke";
328, "Hoe gaart  het er mee%";
329, bladibladiblalalabla;
330, mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm-
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm-
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm-
mmmmmmmmmmmooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxfuckfucklo-
vetreeawesomecoolhipcreativefoodname-
dogjounglifedamndamnfuckpoop;
331, poop;
332, fuck;
333, "what is wrong with toms face";
334, "öivl licl mz ring lick mz ring lickz mz 
ringh";
335, "my ring hurtz fur duuuuu";
336, üeeeeeeeeeenis;
337, "peeeeeeeeeenissssss 8######:";
338, Ä:;
339, "if $s # dickhead\, $ # tom";
340, "var tom # cunt\, tom.fill.withTiger-
Woods";
341, willem;
342, ashton;
343, willem;
344, steentjes;
345, hhhhhh;
346, kkkolöl;
347, uzrtuztriuz;
348, uzuzrttfzg;
349, kjguztuzg;
350, a^s;
351, "shake spear";
352, "shake spear";
353, "shake spear";
354, "colour of haiku";
355, "thios is shit";
356, waaaaaa;
357, ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
sssssssssssssssssssssssssssnaketown;
358, "essex bruv";
359, gaaaaaaaaaaaaay;
360, gaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay;
361, gay;
362, gaY;
363, g;
364, fg;
365, "IF TWO TZHOUSAND 

PEARS ARE QUAL TO A MOUN-
TAIN OF FIGGZ FIGSS* WHAT IS Z 
OF GOOD INTENT SIR EXACTLZ 
SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO ZEP 
THATS ABOUT IT SEEE ZA";
366, BUUUUUUULLSHIT;
367, BALLBAG;
368, "TOTAL RECALL";
369, ARSEHOLE;
370, FIG;
371, DATE;
372, MERINGUQ;
373, MERINGUE;
374, REUENGE;
375, OMERTA;
376, "=======;
377, "°°°°°°  
  °°°Y 
YYYYY^x^sy^<?>qdföljsfgkjasvkjdv klan 
b0 26538 udnfbvkj xynöfg wölihjsföj ashfl 
gju SAkth ds";
378, "öoudsf goiasfö jwowum gw";
379, öoudsfgfoeurlödkfgrwüßtuer;
380, "lizdgo9usjmv owefr iuwfoiheg porgh 
e ";
381, "eoefgsdgdfg8 erzijfbdßh^^^";
382, "hallo ik ben lotte hoi kim hoe gaat 
het met jou—– vind je het leuk esther–  
klfjkdkjwi gnoe ";
383, koud.;
384, hgzgtoztor;
385, "heel erg leuk.-";
386, "her^^^fdsfj n ee niet ";
387, "the angry cat was sitting in thea-
ngrandfather and flowers the sun was 
happy asshole ";
388, "  the sun was happy that kim did 
not fucked ";
389, " kim has nice shoes  and lotte has 
dress  and is being stupid all the time 
and esther is just tired  nice tired anoying 
scared for sleeping et";
390, "wall wall wall wall wall wall wall wall 
wall wall wall wall wall ";
391, "cow fat cow";
392, "fat cow fat cow ";
393, " fat cow fat cow ";
394, "large big ";
395, "large small angry tree woman and 
man";
396, "adam and eve";
397, "flower circle square flower circle 
square flower circle square clown clown 
clown clown clown clown angry clown";
398, circle;
399, circle;
400, " clown";
401, "angmaxoi\,e        ^^^^";
402, "maxime  en maarten^  lalalalalala-
lalala";
403, "maar ten en ^";



SATCIC GOOGLE ORIENTATION

REDUNDANT DICTIONARY
Last year I cleaned out my bookshelf 
and threw out all my dictionaries to make 
room for other books. The main reason 
that they scored lower in space prioriti-
zing was because of their practical redun-
dancy. When I need to know the definition 
of a word or a translation, I just Google it 
up. This means Google provides me with 
the meaning and related-imagery for a 
particular word, which could be conside-
red as semantic control. 

RHINO
Before the importation of exotic animals 
people didn’t know what a rhino looked 
like and also leaned on second-hand 
information, because they didn’t have ac-
cess to the original source and often did-
n’t doubt it’s integrity. So when drawings 
of monsters came back from expeditions 
abroad, which in effect were just subjec-
tive interpretations of the memory of a 
rhino, people believed that creatures like 
that existed. 

fOR YOUR EYES ONLY
The anonymous masses decide what 
the internet holds and this knowledge 
is indexed by a semi-autonomous 
algorithm under human direction. Also, 
because the internet has become so 
enormous search-engines like Google 
collect information from each user to 
facilitate accurate searches for each 
individual. Concretely this means they 
use your website visits and data like your 
location as a reference to your interests 
and subsequently use that information 
as a filter for your online searches. I’m 
not criticizing this filtering though, the 
internet is a gigantic ever-growing source 
of information so search-engine precision 
through interests or usage is a viable 
solution in my opinion, but unfortunately 
with precision comes data-loss and in 
any case there is still the option to turn 
them off. But it still is an interesting notion 
that if I’m clueless on architecture Google 
tells me what it looks like and furthermore 
presents my next-door Polish neighbor 
for example with different imagery on the 
same search. 

GOOGLE, 
wHAT DOES THE wORLD LOOK 
LIKE?
In a way search engines now play the 
role of colonist as we give an algorithm 
control over a basic principle in human 
learning ( i.e. the word-image relation). 
When I look up a word or an image of 
something Google tells me what it is and 
what it looks like. So if I just blindly trust 
in the integrity of Google as a source 
of information indexed by legitimacy 
and don’t deductively pinch the truths 
out of an online search, it means that 
Google’s indexing algorithms control my 
knowledge of the world i.e. what it is and 
how it looks. Do note that this is not a 
conspiracy theory or a critique directed 
at google or search-engines, it’s merely a 
reflection on this position.
 
IN EffECT 
The main thing interesting me is the 
word-image knowledge google provides 
even with abstract words like “love”. The 
idea was to collect my visual google 
knowledge and use the resulting images 
as visual basis for the next works. SAT-
CIC is a rudimentary though functional 
visual translation process, so it’s more 
than appropriate to use this functionality 
for google’s semiotic role. Concretely: I 
used the first fifty images that came up in 
a google search with a specific category/
word to create my line database. I subse-
quently used those images to create lines 
that represent each dictionary. So when 
a textual input is an architecture related 
word, the resulting composition will be 
built out of images/lines that came up in 
my personal architecture Google search. 
So in other words I use what Google told 
me architecture looks like to visualize the 
content of a given text or input. 
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MATRIX PRINTS ORIENTATION

MATRIX PRINTS
Matrix prints enjoy my esthetic preference 
as they have a specific and characteristic 
tactility, the rasterised feel is also some-
thing I try to retake in the originals. In 
the production of prints my choice either 
goes out to perfect or flimsy flawed. In 
comparison to normal prints the matrix 
prints have a large margin in error, which 
I find interesting in the sense that the 
images are translations so in using these 
crude prints a part of the content is lost in 
translation.

TwITTER & GOOGLE
I used twitter to get the general at-
mosphere around certain google news 
hot-topics for several weeks of which you 
can see the results starting from page 
180. My future ambition is to create an 
constant online translation for google 
news items or for specific topics.  

NEw DICTIONARIES
In  2011 & 2012 I focussed on improving 
the dictionaries and creating new ones to 
have more control points to impact the 
resulting image. In the next paragraph 
you can view the result of an analysa-
tion of a twitter search of Andras Breivik 
on the day of his trail. At this time there 
are already a lot more divisions, on the 
following page you can see current ca-
tegories. The plan is to keep splitting up 
the categories / dictionaries into finer and 
more specified subcategories to reach 
finer and finer content-correct results. 
I do this in segments mainly because 
language is too expansive to subjectively 
categorise in one take
 
wHAT DID TwITTER THINK Of 
ANDRAS BREIVIK TRIAL ON 
15:00 17/04/12
NATURE CONTENT: people
NEGATIVE CONTENT: killer
POSITIVE CONTENT: multiculturalism
LOCATION: norway
ARCHITECTURE: court
ABSTRACT: case
OBjECT: dice
CULTURE: wikipedia
SELF: I
VERB/ACTION: done
TIME: again
QUANTITY LESS: only
QUANTITY MORE: all
EXPRESSION: hi





9 DEGREES OF POSITIVITY/NEGATIVITY



VERY POSITIVE



POSITIVE



BORDERLINE POSITIVE



POSITIVE NEUTRAL



NEUTRAL



NEGATIVE NEUTRAL



BORDERLINE NEGATIVE



NEGATIVE



VERY NEGATIVE
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THE TELEGRAPH ON ANDHRA PRADESH 30_07_12__16_29_21



THE TELEGRAPH ON Uganda 29_07_12__10_47_04



TWITTER ON ANIMAL TESTING 11.07.12 18/37/05



TWITTER ON DAVID AXELROD 161334



TWITTER ON TESTING 07.07.12 16/55/05



TWITTER ON TESTING 07.07.12 17/27/01



TWITTER ON TESTING 10.07.12 11/46/32



TWITTER ON TESTING 10.07.12 14/07/54



AMELIA EARHART    24_07_12__21_49_06



Beijing rain 23_07_12__15_31_13



DENVER 21_07_12__09_04_00



Economy 15.07.12 13/28/01



GU KAILAI 270712 104552



james holmes  22_07_12__14_30_11



KATIE HOLMES 18.07.12 10/49/03



Kristen steward      26_07_12__13_15_34



KRISTEN STEWARD 31_07_12__10_22_41



North korea olympic 26_07_12__12_52_20



PRESIDENT MILLS 25_07_12__21_56_44



Romney 30_07_12__16_38_19



RUPERT SANDERS 29_07_12__10_48_56



Scientology 18.07.12 11/41/55



SEX_12_32_16



Syria 18.07.12 10/18/05



TEEN CHOICE AWARD 23_07_12__15_41_34



TWITTER ON ECONOMY 17.07.12 15:57:35



SOUNDING DRAWING

DRAwING 
For the participation in sounding drawing  
I used 6 matrix prints of translated twit-
ter opinions around daily google news 
hot-topics. Respectively: Amelia Earheart, 
Katie Holmes, Korea Olympic, Kristen 
Steward, President Mills, Scientology. 
The  participating musicians made music 
scores based on the provided imagery, so 
an interesting chain of translations, from 
tweets to visual art to music.
 
Excerpt exhibition Description taken from 
Sounding Drawing Blog:

Imagine what a Miro artwork might 
sound like. Consider the visual aes-
thetics of the Cardew score. How do 
these trigger visual and sound experi-
ence? Sounding Drawing is an exhibi-
tion, performance and workshop that 
explores the boundary space between 
sounding and drawing.

The dialogue between both artforms 
confronts experiences of time and 
space. Trace, gesture and sound pat-
terns emerge in a process of multi-
perceptual experience.  It is here that 
a drawing becomes a score, that a 
code triggers improvisation, that the 
rythm of the body encounters the time 
of the clock, that the horizon of the 
eye merges with the track of the ear, 
and that the individual enters a shared 
experience.

As a generative process, we will work 
with participants to explore individual’s 
responses to visual ‘scores’ or score-
like drawings to embodied sounds and 
musical patterns. This experimental 
process has the potential to surprise 
and go beyond the initial intentions 
and materials, creating new work and 
experiences.





SOUNDING DRAWING SCAN AMELIA EARHEART



SOUNDING DRAWING SCAN PRESIDENT MILLS



SOUNDING DRAWING SCAN SCIENTOLOGY



SOUNDING DRAWING SCAN NORTH KOREA OLYMPIC



SOUNDING DRAWING SCAN KRISTEN STEWARD



SOUNDING DRAWING SCAN KATIE HOLMES



INVISIBLE CITIES





GRAPHIC ASYLUM ORIENTATION  

DEAR DIARY
In the last year I’ve become increasingly 
reluctant towards conceptually grounding 
the nature of my work. Besides the fact 
that some parts of the texts I wrote are 
over-explanatory, I stand by them, but 
nevertheless I’ve let myself get drawn into 
conceptual orientation to answer ques-
tions asked concerning personality. This 
made me psycho-analyse my entire wor-
king process revealing a duality between 
perfectionism and chaotic release, which 
when you look at it colours all my work 
profoundly. But in sharing this answer you 
give the impression that it is a content 
message you want to send. It’s there, 
but it doesn’t feel relevant to my person 
and to be honest I find the idea slightly 
awkward from an artistic standpoint. I feel 
much more comfortable in neutrality, Peo-
ple seeing what they want to see instead 
of tainting the experience with some 
ulterior artistic message of my own. 

ARBITRARY ART
My ambition for the installations is to 
create artworks based on the content of 
what is said/contributed by the audience 
or participants. In other words the crea-
tion of an arbitrary artwork determined by 
external interaction/input. 

PLAY
The fact that the installations lean on 
interaction brings along behaviour of the 
participants as an extra factor to play 
with. Social behaviour is something that 
fascinates me in general. In the instal-
lations concepts like conformity, or online 
versus local behaviour are a given and the 
ability to play with these is a surplus I am 
eager to adopt. “Typographic Architec-
ture” for example makes or breaks with 
audience participation as the people need 
to constructively contribute in the creation 
of one artwork. Constructive contribu-
tion in this sense is not an easy task as 
people tend to conform to the setting the 
installation is placed in. In other words 
you have to try to counter a spectrum of 
shyness and encourage engagement, 
which I find an interesting challenge to 
tackle (results for each installation can be 
viewed in later chapters). In this sense I 
also consider SATCIC Typographic Archi-
tecture a (causal) reflection on conformity 
and in a way it is, but I have not set out 
to send that conceptual message. It’s 
just a direct consequence of working with 
interactivity in a room filled with strangers 
following a specific behavioural pattern.

COMMUNICATION
SATCIC is an active link between content 
and shape and a relatively useless, 
though functional translation tool. Making 
the work centred around language or 
communication, which in itself implies 
interaction. This is the main reason for 
turning towards motion and installations 
for the resulting shape, as static repre-
sentations don’t cover all the corners of 
language. [2013 edit: Although true, my 
main motivation is to have people play 
& interact, to leave a portion of control 
in the creation of the work to others and 
play with the behavioural challenges and 
effects the installations bring along.] As 
an artist (explaining my work) and as a 
person it’s often difficult for me to express 
myself because of the complexity of 
communication (.i.e. communicating an 
exact idea or concept to another person). 
My frustration concerning the inability 
to communicate exact ideas/messages 
could be a possible, though subconsci-
ous, motive to make artistic work centred 
around language. It is certainly why I tend 
to write a lot as writing gives momentum 
for nuance to make your message as 
comprehensible and complete as pos-
sible.

SELf-REfLECTION
After a year of working on this project I 
started to write and reflect on my artistic 
practice with questions like: how and why 
do I work a certain way, why do specific 
aspects fascinate me etc… This quickly 
ended up in a vast self-reflection in which 
I unraveled the contradicting relation in 
my personality between perfectionism 
and chaos as an important and impacting 
factor in the way I work. In many aspects 
of my life, if not all, I am subjected to this 
contradicting dynamic or more concre-
tely: I live my life in total chaos and enjoy 
the few distinct parts of my life in which 
I can apply perfectionism. These dis-
tinct parts consist of things with a clear 
beginning and end; things that don’t 
last forever or that can be ended at will. 
Concerning those things I am an extreme 
perfectionist, but most of the time this 
perfectionism is a fetish, an unattainable 
desire. 

wORK
Because of this perfectionism fetish I 
often seek refuge in exact media and 
tools that reflect perfection (computer, 
code, photo, writing, …). The dynamic 
also becomes more clear when you look 

at my working methods over the last few 
years. Most of the work I’ve done is often 
established through photography or the 
scanning of drawings and materials to 
subsequently digitally rework them into 
perfection. I’m too much of a perfectionist 
to make chaotic work and I’m too chaotic 
to make perfectionistic work. My appro-
ach balances somewhere in between, 
as my preference doesn’t go out to 
either one of the poles. I’ve always been 
fascinated by the combination of both; to 
create something chaotic like a drawing 
and then trying to digitally control it.

ROUTINE
My life is a structureless chaotic mess, 
I don’t even think I have succeeded in 
establishing any routine besides wa-
king up with coffee and cigarettes. On 
the other hand, I’ve spent hours and 
hour’s perfecting my code, like a monk 
in the Middle Ages carefully translating 
a bible into some new language. I have 
had to rewrite hundreds of lines of code 
countless times, for example changing 
one letter every few lines. Now, if this is 
a functional necessity then it has to be 
done. But I often found myself devising 
nice lay outs and going over thousands of 
lines of code, just to make it look good…

TRUSTING THE CURRENT
An important aspect of my chaotic way of 
living and working, is that I often fly blind 
and just trust that all of it is governed on 
some level. And it is, but I just can’t con-
trol or direct it, I can’t even clearly des-
cribe it. For example I can’t force myself 
to do certain things, I can only do what 
I’m doing at a given time by totally letting 
go of ideas, plans and results, even if it 
doesn’t seem to go anywhere. Because 
when I force myself to do something I 
often lose the ability to do it. So the only 
thing I can do, is trust the fact that I’m 
going somewhere and that there is some-
thing in my chaotic way of life that guides 
me. I’ve learned to trust this structure to 
take me to where I want to be. As a result 
I often find myself in situations in which 
I can’t seem to figure out where the hell 
I’m going. But be that as it may, I seldom 
end up in situations I don’t want to be in. 
It’s like being adrift on an unknown river, 
trusting the current to take you to another 
location. 

INVISIBLE STRUCTURE
Now this all sounds very metaphysical 
so to avoid any misinterpretation: what 
drives me isn’t a reference to divine 
intervention, but rather to something on 
a subconscious level. This drive is what 
fascinates me and is also the reason why 
I’m intrigued by the compositions and the 
uncontrollable “random” factor in this pro-
ject. The compositions are also a chaos 
directed and controlled by an invisible 
structure and not being able to control 
every facet of this generative process is 
thereby an important factor. I essenti-
ally I create a chaotic environment over 
which I do not have control and then try 
to organize it. The core of my work is the 
dynamic between controlling and letting 
free and the contradiction of a controlled 
chaos in which a generative medium like 
Nodebox is the ultimate tool. Playing and 
generating the invisible drive in my work 
as a reference to the one found in my life. 
Directing something that’s uncontrollable 
by definition.





NODEBOX                                      

NODEBOX?
Nodebox was an attempt to liberate digi-
tal design from the limitations of conventi-
onal digital tools. For example when using 
photoshop you are forced to use the 
tools it supplies. This limits your design 
choices to what is available in digital me-
dia instead of providing what is needed. 
Through coding in Nodebox you would 
be able to create whatever you’d need to 
get the job done. 

Nodebox is still growing and constantly 
expanding it’s limits with various expan-
sions such as linguistic functions, data 
visualisation, active internet consulting, 
photography editing, animation, inter-
active content, WII-control,... Nodebox 
3 has been released. Nodebox 3 has a 
more intuitive interface based on nodes 
that replace manual coding. The idea 
behind this new approach is that people 
with limited knowledge of code can now 
also use Nodebox, without any know-
how limitations. Nodebox 3 is updated 
weekly, for more information visit: 
http://www.emrg.be/

TURORIAL
The following descriptions are all taken 
from the official Nodebox tutorial.

INTRODUCTION
NodeBox is a Mac OS X application 
in which you can write Python scripts, 
programming code, that produces visual 
output you can save as a PDF, an image 
or a Quicktime movie animation. Each 
script opened in NodeBox has a separate 
window divided into three parts: Code, 
output, and messages.

CODE
The code you write goes in the top right 
area. Any keywords are automatically 
colored (for example, all of the NodeBox 
commands in the reference).
Once you have a script going, you can 
press apple-R to have NodeBox examine 
your script and generate visual output, 
in the left area. Don’t hesitate to press 
apple-r as often as you like, seeing what 
output your script produces is the best 
way to learn what it does.

ERRORS
The lower right area is for messages: 
remarks that NodeBox has about any 
errors in your script, or any output from 
the print command. NodeBox isn’t very 
bright when it comes to analysing your 
code - it’s a computer program, and only 
recognises commands and statements 
when they are written in exactly the right 
way (or syntax).

Frederik De Bleser, Tom De Smedt, Lu-
cas Nijs (2002). NodeBox version 1.9.5 
for Mac OS X. Retrieved March 2010, 
from: http://nodebox.net

CODE EXAMPLES
I’ll give two examples of a piece of Node-
box code with it’s corresponding result to 
give a better impression of what working 
in Nodebox looks like.

SCREENSHOT BELOw
The image below is a screenshot of the 
application itself and an example of a 
piece of Nodebox code with its resulting 
image. As a side note this was my first 
Nodebox trial, I was trying to create a 
splash of water based on circles.



CODE
size(800,600)
background(1)
lb = 50
lh = 135
sb = lb*0.18
sh = lh*0.18
global x,y
x = 100
y = 100
schaal= 0.5
Lim = choice(files(“images/Long/*.gif”))
Sim = choice(files(“images/Short/*.gif”))
def A(x,y):
    rotate(-20)
    image(Lim,x+(15*schaal), y-(29*schaal),lb*schaal,lh*schaal)
    reset()
    rotate(20)
    image(Lim,x+(73*schaal), y-(29*schaal),lb*schaal,lh*schaal)
    reset()
    rotate(90)
    image(Sim1,x+(44*schaal), y+(47*schaal),sb*schaal,sh*schaal)
    image(Sim1,x+(68*schaal), y+(47*schaal),sb*schaal,sh*schaal)
    reset()
    rotate(20)
    image(Sim,x+(61*schaal), y-(39*schaal),sb2*schaal,sh2*schaal)
    image(Sim,x+(112*schaal), y+(101*schaal),sb*schaal,sh*schaal)     
    reset()
    rotate(-20)
    image(Sim,x+(53*schaal), y-(39*schaal),sb2*schaal,sh2*schaal)
    image(Sim,x-(-1*schaal), y+(101*schaal),sb*schaal,sh*schaal)    
    reset()
A()

SEMI-AUTOMATIC TYPE 
EXAMPLE: CODE VS EXPORT
This is an export of an “A” in my semi-au-
tomatic type process. The next paragraph 
in color is the code that generates the “A” 
in the screenshot below. The entire code 
is too large to take a relevant screenshot 
so I’ve only selected the parts that show 
the basic principle of my process. At this 
point I’d rather use this as an introductory 
example to illustrate my use of Nodebox 
in this project. Further on in this publica-
tion I’ll go deeper into the mechanics, but 
I’m not going to explain Nodebox. I use 
this example only to facilitate orientation 
later on. 

The code on the right positions a group 
of line-shaped images to resemble an 
“A“. All the lines are vertical images of 
a certain size. With Nodebox I can then 
position those lines using x,y coordinates 
and rotation to resemble any letter of the 
alphabet. Lim refers to the database for 
long lines and Sim to the database of 
short lines. Schaal is a general multiplier 
to create a control point over the size 
of the entire alphabet. The lb,lh,sb and 
sh values are size control points for the 
vertical images themselves. 
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SOME LONG OVERDUE CREDITS FOR THE (fREE) LIBRARIES & PROGRAMS 
I USE TO MAKE MY WORK. BECAUSE ON ONE HAND IT MIGHT APPEAR I DID 
EVERYTHING FROM SCRATCH AND ON THE OTHER TO FUNNEL PEOPLE INTE-
RESTED TO THE APPROPRIATE CHANNELS THAT INSPIRED AND GUIDED ME 
IN MY WORK.

PATTERN (BY TOM DE SMEDT  DEVELOPED AT CLIPS WITH wALTER DA-
ELEMANS)
I USE THIS MODULE TO MINE DATA FROM TWITTER & GOOGLE, CREATE IN-
FINITIVES FROM VERBS AND SINGULARS FROM PLURAL WORDS. THE PAC-
KAGE CONTAINS A WHOLE LOT MORE FUNCTIONALITY THOUGH, INCLUDING 
EXPANSIVE TEXT ANALYSIS & VISUALISATION THAT IN CONTRARY TO MY 
SUBjECTIVE WORDLISTS IS BEING DEVELOPED IN AN ATTEMPT TO CREATE 
AN OBjECTIVE INTERPRETATION OF TEXTUAL CONTENT, SO FOR MORE INFO/
DOWNLOAD VISIT THE LINK BELOW. ON A SIDE NOTE TOM ALSO HELPED ME 
GET DEEPER INTO CODING, INTRODUCED ME TO THE WORLD OF COMPUTA-
TIONAL LINGUISTICS AND GUIDED ME WHEN I STARTED WORKING ON THE 
COMPOSITIONS WITH CONTENT IMPACT.
PATTERN @ CLIPS

PYwORDNET (A PYTHON BASED INTERFACE FOR WORDNET 3.0 DEVELOPED 
AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY)
I USE PYWORDNET’S PYTHON INTERFACE TO wORDNET (3.0) AS A FAILSAFE 
TO CATEGORIZE WORDS THAT AREN’T IN ANY WORDLIST YET TO FACILITATE 
UPDATING MY DICTIONARIES AND REDUCE THE MANUAL SEARCH-COPY-
PASTE. I STILL USE PYWORDNET, BUT IT HAS NOW BEEN MERGED INTO NA-
TURAL LANGUAGE TOOLKIT SO LOOK THERE FOR NEWER VERSIONS.

NODEBOX ( BY fREDERIK DE BLESER, STEfAN GABRIëLS DEVELOPED @ 
EMRG WITH LUCAS NIJS )
THE APPLICATION I’VE BEEN USING TO VISUALIZE MY WORK AND THAT GOT 
ME ACQUAINTED AND PASSIONATE ABOUT CODE. I STILL USE NODEBOX 1.0 
(FEARING THE INEVITABLE SHIFT TO A NEWER VERSION), BUT THEY’RE AT 3.0 
RIGHT TO FIND OUT MORE VISIT THE LINK BELOW.
EMGR – NODEBOX





TEXT ANALYSIS OF 3 PARAGRAPH’S OF CALVINO’S INVISIBLE CITIES 

=============================================
================ WORD ANALYSIS ===============
=============================================
positivity:  3.0  QUAL 2 
intensity:  0.0  QUAL 1 
order:  0.0  QUAL 1 MULT 1700.0 
quantity:  13.0  QUAL 4 
Realism:  91  QUAL 4 
Action: 72.0  QUAL  4 
COLORSTRUCT: A  0.02  S  0.1 
ROTATION/RIGIDITY  3.0  QUAL 2
============================================= 
---------------------------- SUMMARY ------------------------------
=============================================
1@ NATURE (faun&flora) 
      - Total words found = 53
      - TOP 3 = 2*women, 3*evening, 3*morning   
 2@ OBJECT (car,table,iphone,…) 
      - Total words found = 11
      - TOP 3 = 1*trumpet, 1*violins, 1*wheels  
 3@ ARCHITECTURE (buildings, houses, interior,…) 
      - Total words found = 39
      - TOP 3 = 2*walls, 5*cities, 6*city    
 4@ CULTURE (brands, cultures, people) 
      - Total words found = 15
      - TOP 3 = 2*enemy, 2*marco polo, 2*seven    
 5@ SELF (Live event: online vs physical participants) 
      - Total words found = 7
      - TOP 3 = 2*me, 2*my, 3*i   
 6@ VERB/ACTION (verbs that indicate an action) 
      - Total words found = 80
      - TOP 3 = 2*growing, 2*made, 2*say  
 7@ TIME (now, hour,yesterday,…)  
      - Total words found = 19
      - TOP 3 = 2*old, 2*time, 3*young  
 8@ LESS (less in quantity) 
      - Total words found = 5
      - TOP 3 = 1*last, 1*shorter, 3*only  
 9@ MORE (more in quantity) 
      - Total words found = 18
      - TOP 3 = 2*over, 3*towards, 6*all  
 10@ POSITIVE (words that indicate positive content) 
      - Total words found = 12
      - TOP 3 = 1*pride, 1*special, 2*desire  
 11@ NEGATIVE (words that indicate negative content) 
      - Total words found = 9
      - TOP 3 = 1*melancholy, 1*obscure, 2*defeat  
 12@ ABSTRACT  (abstract concepts like dream, idea) 
      - Total words found = 27
      - TOP 3 = 1*voice, 1*wish, 2*believe  
 13@ CONCRETE 
      - Total words found = 51
      - TOP 3 = 2*two, 3*three, 4*one  
14@ EXPRESSION (ooh, omg, lol) 
      - Total words found = 1
      - TOP 3 = 1*ooh 

15@ LOCALE  (where? here, africa,…) 
      - Total words found = 11
      - TOP 3 = 1*territories, 2*desert, 4*the city  
 16@ ORDER  (order/harmony,symmetrical, static…) 
UNFINISHED 
      - Total words found = 0
      - TOP 3 = None  
 17@ CHAOS (disorder/,asymmetrical,dynamic,…) 
UNFINISHED 
      - Total words found = 0
      - TOP 3 = None  
 18@ HIGH (Quality intensity higher: hard,thick …) 
UNFINISHED 
      - Total words found = 1
      - TOP 3 = 1*straight  
 19@ LOW (Quality intensity lower: soft,thin …) 
UNFINISHED 
      - Total words found = 1
      - TOP 3 = 1*cold  
 20@ FRIGID (Negative expressions) 
      - Total words found = 0
      - TOP 3 = None  
 21@ FERVID (Positive expressions) 
      - Total words found = 0
      - TOP 3 = None  
 22@ POSITION (here, there,next to,…) 
      - Total words found = 28
      - TOP 3 = 4*from, 6*where, 7*there
  
=============================================
----------------- FULL WORDLIST (NO DOUBLES) ---------------
=============================================
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@1 NATURE LIST LENGTH =  53  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
aluminium, elephants, visitor, tributes, roe, metals, rivers, crows, 
woman, bergamot, sandalwood, eye, termites, ashes, people, 
foreigner, heirs, tartars, messenger, wax, parents, women, des-
patches, mountains, eyes, evening, offering, girls, kublai khan, 
amethysts, water, men, seashells, emperors, him, man, tortoise, 
the man, youths, sturgeon, morning, youth, crystal, flakes, 
teeth, emperor, cock  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@2 OBjECT LIST LENGTH =  11   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
goods, statues, braziers, platform, food, violins, astrolabes, 
lamps, wheels, trumpet, telescopes  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@3 ARCHITECTURE LIST LENGTH =  39   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
gates, wall, drawbridges, quarters, terrace, stalls, market, city, 
ways, pattern, ruin, chimneys, doors, moat, streets, theatre, 
towers, tracery, houses, walls, staircases, canals, cities, domes, 
relief, tower  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@4 CULTURE LIST LENGTH =  15   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
enemy, seven, family, armies, monopoly, cockfights, brawls, 

marco polo, soldiers, kings, silver, triumph  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@5 SELF LIST LENGTH =  7   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
me, i, my  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@6 VERB/ACTION LIST LENGTH =  80   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
undoing, says, followed, give, caravan, lived, escape, arrived, 
discover, gnawing, seals, cries, say, arrives, hides, sense, go, 
seen, path, tremble, rolls, returned, collapse, looked, descri-
bing, troops, lead, sit, thinking, holds, spread, describes, row, 
rides, shows, lighted, buildings, shell, explorer, exchange, 
watch, hurrying, rise, reach, took, rain, understanding, feels, 
lives, listening, wind, crumble, present, opened, made, like, 
follows, work, fluttered, hesitating, leaving, thought, turned, 
played, learn, growing, conquered, feeds, makes, think, comes, 
wonders  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@7 TIME LIST LENGTH =  19   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
old, september, age, annual, young, days, past, moment, 
future, time, years, now  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@8 LESS LENGTH =  5   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
shorter, only, last  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@9 MORE LENGTH =  18   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
all, towards, many, over, long, everything, endless  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@10 POSITIVE LIST LENGTH =  12   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
desire, perfect, beauties, desires, healed, desired, precious, 
pride, fine, special, happy  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@11 NEGATIVE LIST LENGTH =  9   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
melancholy, degenerate, envy, bloody, desperate, defeat, ob-
scure, corruption    
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@12 ABSTRACT LIST LENGTH =  27   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
mind, curves, accounts, discern, proceeding, sum, cross, gan-
grene, seemed, encounters, flanking, shall, contemplate, know, 
sceptre, span, believe, dreams, beseech, quarter, announcing, 
wish, marry, continue, visited, voice  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
@13 CONCRETE LIST LENGTH =  51   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
golden, square, bearing, encrusted, three, four, known, sove-
reigns, subtle, quality, portrayed, dividing, able, spiral, multi-
coloured, contained, nubile, nine, hundred, paved, knowing, 
then, greater, familiar, coloured, wild, two, destined, sixty, one, 
bronze, third, seated, venetian, fallow, green, identical, banners, 
tanned, first  


